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The Status Effect Tree – Levels 1-5 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (pull or push), prone, grabbed 

Artillery or brute:  

 Ongoing 2-5 

Controller or lurker:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide) 

 Slowed and immobilized (EoNT) 

 Restrained (until escape) 

Limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 5-10 

 Any slowed, immobilized, or restrained 

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (EoNT) 

 A combination of two effects from Category One 

Controller or lurker:  

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (save ends, with strict requirements). 

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All monsters:  

 Vulnerable 2-5  

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, or unconscious 

 

Comments: If you’ve ever wondered why your low-level PCs spend a lot of time on their rear 

ends, it is because a whopping 20% of low-level monsters inflict prone – one per fight, on 

average. Running neck and neck with prone, and taking a healthy lead after low heroic, is some 
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kind of forced movement. Soldiers and brutes like to push, other monsters pull PCs around, and 

being slid is a sure sign that a controller is about. Several monsters of all types inflict grabbed, 

which is a nice, thematic status effect that monsters can usually do from the start. Some of 

them, like the otherwise fearsome Owlbear, need to hit twice in order to successfully grab, but 

that’s more the exception than the rule.  

A controller or lurker monster at low levels is more likely to hand out slow and, to a 

slightly lesser extent, immobilize. However, slow or immobilize effects at low heroic are either 

of the EoNT variety, or save ends with some kind of requirement, as discussed earlier.   

 Many heroic tier monsters deal ongoing damage of some type at a fairly decent clip - 

47% of them, in fact! DMs should be careful with ongoing damage at low heroic, though, since 

newbie PCs are only a couple of saves away from getting killed by it. Generally, only damage-

oriented monsters like artillery and brutes dish out ongoing damage at-will, while others 

monsters use encounter powers or need to meet certain conditions. Ongoing damage usually 

increases by tier (5/10/15), but a monster can deal more ongoing damage with a trigger. My 

good friend the level 5 Raven Roost Cutthroat, for example, can bestow the gift of ongoing 10 

damage to a grabbed target. In addition, vulnerability to damage is very rare at these levels for 

similar reasons; PCs simply don’t have the hit points to live through it if it happens too often. 

Overwhelmingly, when a heroic level monster wants to lay down a big power, it will 

either involve save ends versions of any of the status effects in this category, or it will combine 

two or more of these effects into one – i.e. ongoing damage while grabbed, push and knock 

prone, slide and slowed, pull and immobilize, grab and drag (go get ‘em, Gelatinous Cube!), etc. 
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Keep an eye on combined status effects – that eventually becomes the main way monsters try 

to bring PCs to heel.  

 Category Two and Three status effects are much, much rarer at this level, though they 

do occur. Surprisingly, monsters can do some nasty stuff at the earliest levels of play – the lvl 2 

Wilden Destroyer can stun, the lvl 5 Boggle Body Snatcher can dominate, and say hello to my 

little friend (from MM2), the lvl 5 petrifying Cockatrice! However, these effects tend to be 

somewhat rare, and they are almost always accompanied by some kind of strict limitation.  

Good luck chaining together the two successful attack rolls and two failed saving throws 

needed for the Cockatrice to actually petrify someone. Some other common strings attached to 

more malevolent debuffs are that the power does no damage, the effect can only happen to 

one creature at a time, it only occurs on a crit (like the lvl 3 Poisonscale Needler’s unconscious 

effect), etc. Even lesser debuffs like dazed and blinded are either infrequent, don’t last very 

long, or come with some kind of unattractive requirement. The lvl 5 Spring Nymph can dish out 

a save ends dazed with her at-will melee attack, but how many nymphs willingly leap into 

melee? I’d use the save ends version of anything from Categories Two or Three sparingly to get 

a ‘wow’ from the players, or to emphasize a climatic point in a story arc, but that’s about it.  
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The Status Effect Tree – Levels 6-10 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (pull or push), prone, grabbed, slowed 

 Immobilized (EoNT) 

Artillery or brute:  

 Ongoing 5 

Controller or lurker:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide) 

 Ongoing 5 

 Any immobilized or restrained 

Limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 5-10 

 Any slowed, immobilized, or restrained 

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Category One 

Controller or lurker: 

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened (save ends, with looser requirements) 

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All Monsters: 

 Vulnerable 5-10  

 Any dazed, blinded or weakened 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, unconscious, removed from play, death 

 

Comments: A couple of status effects creep into at-will territory here. More monsters start 

handing out slow in various ways, like the lvl 8 Penanggalan Head Swarm’s aura or the Lvl 7 
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Carrion Crawler’s slow on a miss. More monsters deal ongoing damage at-will, while controllers 

and lurkers get more toys that keep PCs exactly where they are.   

 What I am calling Category Two status effects start to come into their own at this level 

range. More monsters have them, and they can dish them out more often. About 11% of all 

monsters at this level enjoy pumping out the dazed condition, which the workhorse of the 

group and the reason why the Superior Will feat is so popular. Blinded is less common but is 

nevertheless a staple of many lurkers’ power lists. Weaken is even less popular, but that is 

because unlike dazed and blinded, it doesn’t actually help a monster kill a PC faster unless 

there’s some kind of special setup listed in the monster’s stat block. Apply weakened 

appropriately, especially when the monster’s fluff demands it (like Erzoun the lvl 8 shadar-kai 

controller), but cautiously.  

Even at this level of play, though, monsters don’t often throw down Category Two save 

ends status effects purely at-will or without any requirements. I often see DMs make custom 

monsters that can deal out save ends dazes at-will. The closest thing I saw to that in the 

published monsters within my sample is the Quasit, who deals it as a minor action at-will power 

that 1) does no damage and 2) can end if the target attacks an ally. The wizard, at least, is 

covered, since he can just include a (hopefully willing) defender buddy in his burst and go along 

his merry way! Following the Giant Frog rule, making a lot of monsters that frequently dish out 

save ends dazes is the DM’s privilege. However, a newer group or one that didn’t all take the 

Superior Will feat might wonder what’s going on.  
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 Finally, this is also where some of the really fun Category Three status effects start to 

crop up. The Beholder in particular is a status effect workhorse! As a matter of fact, a decent 

rule of thumb for DMs looking to deal nasty status effects is to open the Monster Vault, look at 

the various Beholders of appropriate levels, and see what they do and how they do it. Another 

example of a Category Three status effect dealer is the seductive lvl 9 Succubus who can 

dominate at-will, but the attack does no damage and the effect is only EoNT. There is also the 

adorable lvl 10 Wood Nymph who removes PCs from play, but they can only do it to one PC at a 

time and they need to have their (presumably killable) sacred tree nearby. Earth Cultist minions 

have an effect that can petrify PCs with a failed save, but they can only do it as their final dying 

act. I do not suggest flinging a legion of Earth Cultist minions off a cliff to die at the PCs feet… 

waitaminute, that’s exactly what I would suggest. Go team!  

 Heroic level monsters can also inflict a variety of status effects that occur infrequently 

and do not fit into any of the categories. However, monsters can and should deal these effects 

to keep PCs on their toes. Some examples include:  

 Deafened 

 Polymorph into a tiny animal 

 Grant CA 

 Can’t shift 

 Something bad happens to the PC if they move or don’t move on their turns (i.e. take 
damage, fall prone, etc. 

 Create temporary difficult terrain 

 Inflict penalties to defenses and attacks (usually -2, but Rust Monsters and other 
monsters can make the penalty stack) 

 Bar PCs from using encounter powers 

 Restrict immediate/ opportunity actions 

 Mark a PC, either for itself or for its soldier buddy 

 Drop a weapon or implement 

 Lose a healing surge 
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The Status Effect Tree – Levels 11-15 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide), prone, grabbed, slowed, or immobilized 

 Ongoing 5-10, vulnerable 5  

 Restrained (until escape) 

Controller or lurker: 

 Forced movement (push, pull, slide, or teleport) 

 Any restrained 

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

Limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 10-20, vulnerable 10 

 Any restrained 

 Dazed, blinded, or weakened (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Category One 

Controller or lurker:  

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Stunned or dominated (EoNT, or save ends with requirements) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Categories One and Two 

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All monsters:  

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, unconscious, removed from play, death 

 

Comments: Monsters generally deal similar status effects at similar rates in early paragon as 

they do in late heroic. The main differences are that unfettered save ends effects start to 

become more prevalent, and that more effects are available at-will to all monsters. New toys 

for all monsters to play with include auras and other tricks that inflict vulnerability to certain 
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types of damage, which combos well with damaging zones, minion waves, and the now-

universally available ongoing damage. Ongoing damage generally bumps to 10, but some 

monsters still deal ongoing 5 along with some other effect (like ongoing 5 and slow for a frost-

themed monster), and they can deal ongoing 15 or more with a little setup. Rounding out the 

newly promoted at-will debuffs here are all flavors of immobilize (watch out, all you charging 

barbarians) and forced movement through teleportation.  

All monsters begin to get access to save ends varieties of Category Two effects as 

limited powers, while controllers and lurkers begin to employ some of that fun stuff on a semi-

regular basis. For example, at the high end of this level range, the Umber Hulk Bewilderer is 

sure to please the crowds with his minor action ability to inflict a save ends daze, with no muss 

or fuss. In addition, monsters can start inflicting two or more of these kinds of debuffs at once. 

The Cloaked Ambusher shows PCs how it’s done by inflicting dazed, blinded, and restrained 

with his at-will grab attack, but only to one PC at a time. Sometimes a monster’s statblock will 

throw a cool-sounding blanket over all of their debuffs. If a statblock says “the target is afflicted 

with Horrifying Visions,” it is really just a fancy way of saying the PC now has x, y, and z status 

effect and needs to save against them all.  

Some thematic monsters, especially solos, start to come into their own in this level 

range with some powerful and increasingly DM-friendly (thought still rare) varieties of Category 

Three status effects. The majestic Purple Worm boasts his (her?) time-hallowed swallow ability, 

which I’ve listed here as a removed from play effect. The Dracolich storms on to the scene with 

a nifty at-will dominate as a minor action. She’s not a solo, but the lvl 13 Medusa Spirit Charmer 
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hands out save ends petrify as an at-will immediate reaction! Put that in your pipes and smoke 

it, adventurers! Admittedly, most solos simply do the same things that regular monster do, but 

solos like the ones mentioned above are good models for some DM creativity. Just be sure to 

give your solos a lot of ways to recover actions, since PCs love stunlocking solos to hell.  
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The Status Effect Tree – Levels 16-20 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide), prone, grabbed, slowed, immobilized, or 
restrained 

 Ongoing 5-10, vulnerable 5 

Controller or lurker: 

 Forced movement (push, pull, slide, or teleport) 

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened.   

Limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 10-20, vulnerable 10;  

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Stunned (EoNT, or save ends with requirements);  

 A combination of two or more effects from Category One.  

Controller or lurker:  

 Any stunned or dominated 

 Petrified, unconscious, or removed from play (somewhat rarely) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Categories One and Two.   

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All monsters: 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, unconscious, removed from play, death.  

  

Comments: Any adventurer who doesn’t like to be dazed, weakened, blinded, or restrained on 

a semi-regular basis should probably retire before hitting level 16. 22% of all monsters at this 

level can daze! That means at least one monster in any typical fight will have the ability to inflict 

daze as an encounter power, at the very least. Besides being able to inflict this stuff at-will in 

some cases, some controllers and lurkers finally get to deploy more stunning and dominating 
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powers. There are still some boring high level controllers that basically do the same stuff as 

their lvl 7 brethren (I’m looking at you, Rakshasa Mage), or who specialize in conditions that PCs 

can laugh off (seriously, Treant, all you do is make eight varieties difficult terrain at lvl 16?). 

However, there are lovely and talented monsters like Clenderi, the Frost Witch boss who can 

petrify as an encounter power backed with an Elven reroll, or the enigmatic Sillit Nerra from the 

Astral Sea who can remove a PC from play as a recharge power.  

At this point, I probably sound like l am openly rooting for the monsters. Maybe I am! I 

love nasty status effects, and you should too! However, all of this comes tempered with the 

hard numbers that say that, even though the frequencies of the worst status effects are slightly 

higher, they still occur rather rarely. This is on purpose, no doubt. If every encounter had a 

monster that petrified, then it would cease to feel special from a story perspective, and your 

PCs would get frustrated rather quickly.  

As in heroic tier, there are plenty of other possible status effects that are a little off the 

beaten path. They include:  

 Saving throw penalties 

 Can only use at-will powers, or cannot attack at all 

 Cannot spend surges or receive any healing benefits 

 Lose character resources like daily powers or action points 

 Create difficult terrain as an aura 

 Stacking ongoing damage, where each failed save increases the amount of ongoing 
damage by 5 

 Make PCs attack one another 

 Lose any resistance/ immunity 

 Reduce PCs to 0 hp in two or more steps (like the different bodaks who can reduce a 
weakened target to 0 hp).  
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The Status Effect Tree – Epic Level 

At-will (as part of a power, aura, miss effect, or simple trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Forced movement (push, pull, or slide), prone, grabbed, slowed, immobilized, or 
restrained 

 Ongoing 10-15, vulnerable 10 

Controller or lurker: 

 Forced movement (push, pull, slide, or teleport) 

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened.   

Somewhat limited (recharge, encounter power, or uncommon trigger): 

All monsters:  

 Ongoing 15-30, vulnerable 15-20;  

 Any dazed, blinded, or weakened 

 Stunned (EoNT, or save ends with requirements);  

 A combination of two or more effects from Categories One and Two.  

Controller or lurker:  

 Any stunned or dominated 

 Petrified, unconscious, or removed from play (still rarely) 

 A combination of two or more effects from Categories One and Two.   

Highly limited (rare, or requiring multiple die rolls to set up): 

All monsters: 

 Any stunned, dominated, petrified, unconscious, removed from play, death.  

 

Comments: Unfortunately, the three supplements I used – Monster Manual 3, Monster Vault, 

and Threats to the Nentir Vale – did not have enough epic level monsters between them to 

result in any significant sample of monsters. Also, I am not confident that older monsters 

represent the best of what epic level monster design (they still haven’t updated the 

Terrasque?????). From my own personal play experience at Epic, though, then I would say that 
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the tree would look very much like it did in high paragon. As mentioned above, it would be 

tough to increase the frequency of action denying status effects while keeping the game fun. 

The key to challenging PCs at epic level lies in dealing damage by the truckloads (don’t worry, 

they can heal it), continuing to combine existing status effects in interesting ways, and 

developing new and original status effects. Ogremoch is probably the best example of a well 

built and challenging solo monster at Epic level, but he is only one example; I would like to see 

more.  

 


